April 27, 2018 ♦ Westminster Recreation Center ♦ Westminster, Colorado

AGENDA
8:00am

Registration, Coffee, Networking

8:30am

Welcome and Opening Remarks

9:00am

A No-Fault Conversation about Race: How we got here isn’t
necessarily where we need to go
Dr. Nita Mosby Tyler
The Equity Project

The sometimes-uncomfortable subject of race can cause us to retreat or advance in
our understanding of one another. During this interactive, fireside-chat-style
session, Nita will explore the advantage of understanding race to further develop
our leadership expert power, steps to lead authentic and gracious conversations
about race, and how-to’s to promote a culture of inclusion using the lens of race as
a guide. Participants will practice using several tools and learning circle
opportunities for creating race/cultural responsiveness in their personal and
professional lives.

noon
Lunch and Networking
12:45pm So You Want to Serve on a Board of Directors?
Mr. Jeremy P. Anderson

2:45pm

Coach · Author · Consultant
Are you interested in joining a board of directors but unsure of where to start and
what to do? Jeremy will present ideas, tools and resources to help you explore
WHY board service matters to you, understand WHAT you should be doing, and
discover HOW you can be most effective. He will help clarify your legal duties,
official responsibilities, and organization expectations, while sharing practical tips
and tricks for engaging in a meaningful and impactful way. Whether you serve on a
board now or have been unsure of how to take your first step, you will be prepared
and inspired to be the best board member you can be!

Leadership and Laughter: Improv skills for leadership
Ms. Elizabeth Frazier (and friends)

Environment Leader · Actress · Comedienne · Coach

4:00pm

An improvisation performance will be followed by a presentation on “improv skills
for leadership,” and group improvisation games with audience participation.
Prepare to experience the humorous side of leadership.

End

